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Abstract: Distributed database systems (DDS) are needed for applications where data and access are inherently distributed and to increase availability during failures. In wireless sensor networks (WSN), the base station and the N sensor nodes are grouped into clusters and from each clusters one of the sensor node is selected as a cluster. the whole sensor network can be logically treated as a distributed uncertain data. The cluster head are responsible for generating uncertain data tuples from its cluster and performing the pruning on un-certain data based on the cost efficient performance and report pruned uncertain data and probabilistic values to base station (BS). The BS collects all types based from its cluster head and sorts all tuples based on the probabilities values and then process tuples in sorted order to reduce the communication and energy cost. The software constants implementation and testing are used to improve the performances of sensor network.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This new technology has resulted in significant impacts on a wide array of applications in various fields including military science industry commerce transportation and health –care however the quality of sensors varies significantly in terms of their sensing precision accuracy tolerance to hardware or external noise and so on here we first use an environmental monitoring application of wireless sensor network to introduce some basics of probabilistic databases [1] thus multiple sensors are deployed at certain zones in order to improve monitoring quality in this network sensor nodes are grouped into clusters within each of which one of sensors is selected as the cluster head for performing localized data processing and to report [2]. The below figure1 shows that there are six zones denoted by A,B,C,D,E,F. which are grouped in to two clusters D1 and D2 with corresponding cluster head c2 in D1 and c7 in D2. The base station which collects all the aggregate data from its neighbours cluster head by inter communication (SSB and NSB) and sorted them in descending order the highly ranked k-tuples in the list.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN:

We briefly outline the concepts that are necessary for implementations [3] they include structure (architecture) of the as shown in the figure2, there are two system structure that can be distinguished: data storage based and data retrieval based.

2.1 Input Design:

The input design is the link between the information systems and user. It comprises the developing specification and procedures for data preparation and those step-s are necessary to put transaction data in to a usable form for processing can be achieve by inspecting the computer to read data from a written or printed document or it can occur by having people keying the data directly into the system[4].
• What data should be given as input?
• How the data should be arranged or coded?
• The dialog to guide the operating personnel in providing input.
• Methods for preparing input validation and steps to follow when error occur.

2.1.2 Objectives

• Input design is the process of converting a user-oriented description of the input into a computer-based systems. Input design is important to avoid errors in the data input process and show the correct direction to the management for getting correct information from the computerized systems [5].
• It is achieved by creating user friendly screens for the data entry to handle large volume of data. the goal of designing input is to make data entry easier and to be free from errors
• When the data is entered it will check for its validity. Data can be entered with the help of screens.

2.2 Output Design:

A quality output is one, which meets the requirements of the end user and presents the information clearly. In any systems results of processing are communicated to the users and to other systems through outputs. In output design it is determined how the information is to be displaced for immediate need and also the hard copy output. It is the most important and direct source information to the user. Efficient and intelligent output design improves the systems relationship to help user decision-making [6].

1) Designing computer output should proceed in an organized, well thought out manner; the right output must be developed while ensuring that each output element is designed so the people will find the system can use easily and effectively. When analysis design computer output, they should identify the specific output that is needed to meet the requirements.
2) Select methods for presenting information.
3) Create document, report, or other formats that contain information produced by the system.

2.2.1 Objectives:

• Convey information about past activities, current status or projections of the future.
• Signal important events, opportunities, problems or warnings.
• Trigger an action and confirm an action.

3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

3.1 Problem Statement:
The efficient pruning of processing probabilistic topk queries over uncertain data in distributed sensor network and perform to minimize the transmission cost in wireless sensor network.

3.2 Issues Identified:

• We explore the problems of processing probabilistic topk queries in distributed wireless sensor network [15].
• Data pruning is not done in accurate
• One station to another station delay the communication rate.
4. IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation is the stage of the project when the theoretical design is turned out into a working system. Thus it can be considered to be the most critical stage in achieving a successful new system and in giving the user, confidence that the new system will work and be effective. The implementation stage involves careful planning, investigation of the existing system and its’ constraints on implementations, designing of methods to achieve changeover and evaluation of changeover methods [7].

4.1 Module Description

- PT-Topk Query Processing: The PT-Topk queries in a centralized uncertain database, which provides a good background for the targeted distributed processing problem. The query answer can be obtained by examining the tuples in descending ranking order from the sorted table (which is still denoted as T for simplicity). We can easily determine that the highest ranked k tuples are definitely in the answer set as long as their confidences are greater than p since their qualifications as PT-Topk answers are not dependent on the existence of any other tuples [8].

- Sensor Networks: The extensive number of research work in this area has appeared in the literature. Due to the limited energy budget available at sensor nodes, the primary issue is how to develop energy-efficient techniques to reduce communication and energy costs in the networks. Approximate-based data aggregation techniques have also been proposed. The idea is to trade off some data quality for improved energy efficiency [14]. Silberstein et al. develop a sampling-based approach to evaluate approximate top-k queries in wireless sensor networks. Based on statistical modelling techniques, a model-driven approach was proposed into balance the confidence of the query answer against the communication cost in the network. Moreover, continuous top-k queries for sensor networks have been studied in and. In addition, a distributed threshold join algorithm has been developed for top-k queries. These studies, considering no uncertain data, have a different focus from our study [9].

- Data pruning: The cluster heads are responsible for generation uncertain data tuples from the collected raw sensor readings within their clusters. To answer a query, it’s natural for the cluster heads to prune redundant uncertain data tuples before delivery to the base station in order to reduce communication and energy cost. The key issue here is how to derive a compact set of tuples essential for the base station to answer the probabilistic top-k queries [10].

- Structured network topology: To perform in-network query processing, a routing tee is often formed among sensor nodes and the base station. A query is issued at the root of the routing tree and propagated along the tree to all sensor nodes. Although the concepts of sufficient set and necessary set introduced earlier are based in two-tier hierarchical sensor networks, they are applicable to tree-structured sensor network [11].

- Data transmission: The total amount of the transmission as the performance metrics. Notice that, response time is another important metrics to evaluate query processing algorithms in wireless sensor networks. All of those three algorithms, i.e. SSB, NSB, and BB, perform at most two rounds of message exchange there is not much difference among SSB, NSB, and BB in terms of query response time, thus we focus on the data transmission cost in the evaluation. Finally, we also conduct experiment to evaluate algorithms, SSB-T, NSB-T, and NSB-T-Opt under the tree-structured network topology [12].

- Performance evaluation: The Performance evaluation on the distributed algorithms for processing PT-topk queries in two-tier hierarchical cluster based wireless sensor monitoring system. As discussed, limited energy budget is a critical issue for wireless sensor network and radio transmission is the most dominate source of energy consumption. Thus, we measure the total amount of data transmission as the performance metrics. Notice that, response time is another important metrics to evaluate query processing algorithms in wireless sensor networks [13], [15].

5. SYSTEM TESTING

The purpose of testing is to discover errors. Testing is the process of trying to discover every conceivable fault or weakness in a work product. It provides a way to check the functionality of components, sub-assemblies, assemblies and a finished product. It is the process of exercising software with the intent of ensuring that the software system meets its requirements and user expectations and not fail in an unacceptable manner[8].

5.1 Unit Testing

Unit testing involves the design of test cases that validate that the internal program logic is functioning properly, and that
Integration tests are designed to test integrated software components to determine if they actually run as one program. Testing is event driven and is more concerned with the basic outcome of screens or fields. Integration tests demonstrate that although the components were invidiously satisfaction, as shown by successfully unit testing, the combination of components is correct and consistent. Integration testing is specifically aimed at exposing the problems that arise from the combination of components.

5.3 Functional Testing

Functional test provide systematic demonstrations that functions tested are available as specified by the business and technical requirements, system documentation, and user manuals. Functional testing is centred on the following items:

- **Valid input**: Identified classes of valid input must be accepted.
- **Invalid input**: Identified classes of invalid input must be rejected.
- **Functions**: Identified functions must be exercised.
- **Output**: Identified classes of application must be exercised.
- **System procedures**: Interfacing systems or procedures must be invoked.

Organization and preparation of functional tests is focused on requirements, key functions, or special test cases. In addition, data fields, predefined process, and successive processes must be considered for testing. Before testing is complete, additional test are identified and the effective value of current tests is determined.

CONCLUSION

In this paper normally, the whole sensor networks can be logically treated as a distributed uncertain data, measure the pruning on uncertain data based on the cost efficient performances. Although our work in this paper is based mainly under the setting of two-tier hierarchical network, the algorithms help to understand the concepts of data owner (service provider), cluster router and base station which can be easily extended to a network with tree topology. While focusing on PT-Topk query in this paper, the query variants and sorts all tuples based on the probabilistic values and then process tuples in sorted order to reduce the communication and energy cost. The software constraints are implemented and tested to improve the performances of sensor networks.
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